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iUniverse, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.This eclectic collection of poetry, written within the span of twenty-one
years, offers thoughts from a variety of viewpoints. The works found within Littered provide unique
perspectives on love, art, mythology, and life. S. C. Vault draws from her travel experiences in
Bosnia, Iraq, and Afghanistan to create some of the poems found within this book of verse. Vault s
poetry creates vivid visual images, as in the poem In the Parking Lot of a Salvation Army Store. The
man s image comes alive through her writing: his skin and bones held together / by bourbon and
coarse blood / racing through his brittle veins / his marrow / tired / used up / wearing a veteran s
cap / his eyes cold, grey / they quiver and fade / watching dull shadows / spit out from the silent
moonlight . Conveying the strong emotions present in life, the poems in this personal collection
revolve around and are deeply rooted in Vault s daily experiences.
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Reviews
This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Pr of. K ip Spinka IV
It in a single of my personal favorite publication. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Da vid Fr iesen IV
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